
A classic Motoring Expedition across Asia’s largest desert 



Nomadic Road is an award winning experiential travel company that bridges dream and routine. We are the pioneers when it

comes to organizing motoring expeditions to far ends of our planet. With our extensive experience, each expedition is carefully

crafted wherein you’ll be driving legendary expedition vehicles, taking on adventurous and unprecedented journeys that

guarantees to go well beyond the guidebook and offering unique insights about the places you go to.



When was the last time you woke up to discover your neighbors were nomads?

Possessing a last-place-on-earth allure that is not easy to access, Mongolia shows up

on the bucket list of every veteran traveler. One of the last surviving nomadic

societies and half of them still live pastoral lifestyles, little-changed since the days of

Chinggis Khan. Driving yourself a Nissan Patrol 4x4 across one of the greatest

deserts in the world; discovering primordial fossils hidden within the flaming-red

cliffs; watching the sun setting pink and purple over a Mongolian yurt. Very few

experiences bring together offbeat adventure and epic road-tripping quite like this

voyage across Mongolia's Gobi Desert. If mystery and intrigue is what you seek,

then this expedition should be your pick.





If Mongolia’s yin is its pristine countryside, then Ulaanbaatar conforms nicely to its yang. Once you arrive in

Ulaanbaatar, you will be received at the airport by our team and then transferred to Novotel Hotel. You are

requested to arrive in UB by noon so that you can rest for a while and then get ready for the expedition briefing

in the evening followed by a very special expedition welcome dinner. A wonderful opportunity to meet all the

fellow expedition members before the start of the epic adventure.

Our Recommendation: You will not need more than a day to explore Ulaanbaatar. Depending on your time of

arrival, you can explore the city and its surroundings on your own or we could help you with our

recommendations. Or you can come in a day earlier if you want to acclimate to the new time zone and take

some rest before the start of your adventure.

We continue our drive further south and we will finally enter Gobi Desert. First, we will stop at Dalanzadgad,

one of the biggest towns in this region for lunch and refuel all our vehicles. Then head out towards Bayanzag,

also known as Flaming Cliffs, where red and orange hues come together to create an awe-inspiring sight. Home

to ancient dinosaur fossils, the Bayanzag area is an exciting destination allowing you to get up close to massive

dinosaur remains. This is where paleontologist, Roy Chapman Andrews found dinosaur bones and eggs. The

surrounding landscape is a beautiful combination of rocks, red sand and scrubs. You can spend time exploring

the cliffs, and later we will head to our camp site, where you will be staying in traditional Mongolia Gers.

A 5-hr. drive will mark the beginning of our journey into the Mongolian countryside heading southward. We

will try to leave UB early, so that we beat the morning traffic and head out into the country side. The route

today is predominantly tarmac, but there are some bad stretches filled with potholes. We will stop somewhere

enroute for a beautiful picnic lunch. We will exit the tarmac and hit the dirt roads to drive towards the beautiful

region of Ikh Gazriin Chuluu. A region that has beautiful rock formations and that can offer an amazing

sundowner experience on your first day in our private camping experience.

After breakfast, we will begin our motoring expedition by heading towards the beautiful gorges of Yoliin Am &

Dungenee Am. Ancient rivers carved those green valleys and was named after the bearded vulture, which is

called Yol in Mongolian. This mountainous region was formed by the same tectonic activity that created the

Himalayas and is part of the Gobi Altai Range – the outer crumple zone of the Himalayan geological activity.

We will drive through these beautiful gorges located in the Gobi Gurvansaikhan National Park. If lucky, we may

catch a glimpse of the wild Argali sheep, the Ibex, the desert gazelles or the Golden Eagles.

From here we will then head west towards Mongolia’s largest and most beautiful sand dunes, Khongoryn Els,

and the terrain is mostly dirt tracks. “Els” is the Mongolian word for sand dunes and “Hongoryn” describes the

exquisite pale tawny color of one of the world’s most beautiful dunes fields. These impressive dunes are of 275

meters high in some places, stretching from East to West for over 100 km.

We will drive along the dunes and continue to the west end of Khongyryn Els, where you will be staying in a

private camp right next to the tall dunes. You can relax and walk around the ever-changing mysterious

landscape and watch the sun go down behind the gorgeous dunes. The temperatures at night can get really cold

as we will be deep inside the desert, but we will make it really special with a wonderful bonfire and dinner.

After breakfast we head north to Bayankhongor province, spend all morning driving towards Arts Bogd

Mountain that lays in middle of steppe between 2 different natural zones. The drive is very scenic with sandy

hills with Gobi trees and vistas of extinct volcano in distance. Later in the afternoon, we will arrive at our camp

site that is located on top of these mountain ranges. In the evening, you can spend walking around the

mountains, and enjoy the spectacular sunset.

Today will be one of the longest driving days of the expedition where we could actually see the terrain slowly

change from a dry Northern Gobi landscape to a much greener Central Mongolian Steppes…



… This dirt trail will lead us to Orkhon Valley. In the Quaternary-era a volcano erupted near the Tsagaan Azarga

River and the lava flowed down the Orkhon valley forming the 10-meter-thick layer of basaltic rocks. The

basaltic layer was crosscut by the Orkhon River continuously and the canyon was formed as a result. It’s a

UNESCO World Heritage Site due to its ancient findings, artefacts related to early 6th century. Moreover,

nomadic lifestyle still remains here and it gives one both, a historic and nomadic view of life. We will straight

head to our camps to rest as we are going to spend the entire next day exploring these beautiful surroundings.

You will wake up in the morning surrounded by one of the most beautiful natural landscapes that Mongolia

could offer. Considering you have spent many hours driving on dirt roads all this while, it’s a nice idea to relax

and spend the time at leisure in the camp. You can head out for a short drive towards the Orkhon Waterfalls.

The adventurous can climb down the canyon and swim the lake located at the foot of the waterfall. Later in the

afternoon, we will head to a nearby nomadic family who breeds horses where you will witness a short horse

race. We will spend time with the family and also enjoy a traditional Mongolian barbeque dinner before

returning to your camps.

After breakfast, we will head out of the valley driving through small rivers, and volcanic boulder fields. After few

hours, we would be in Kharkhorin town, the 13th century capital of the Mongolian Empire built by Chinggis

Khan. At first glance it might seem like a small, nondescript Soviet-built town at first glance, but if you dig a little

deeper, you will discover why this area is so important and really quite fascinating in terms of Mongolian

history and culture. We will be exploring the ruins, visit Erdene-Zuu Monastery and then visit the museum. And

later in the evening, we head towards our camps to call it a day.

… This is the only truly wild species of horse in the world. We will explore the national park and witness the last

remaining wild horses that are kept in wild habitat. The park is 100 kms away from UB. Instead of staying in the

capital we will stay in the national park in safari style tents and to commemorate our expedition we will have a

special evening with traditional folk music and performance with bonfire and dinner. And cherish all the great

experiences we had during this epic expedition.

Our final day of the motoring journey, we will head towards Hustain Nuruu National Park, considered as home

to the wild and pretty Przewalski’s Horse or called Takhi by the Mongolians, a species that has been brought

back from the edge of extinction…

Depending on your flight timings, we will organize your airport transfers from Hustain Nuruu National Park to

UB airport. Incase if someone wishes to visit UB for last minute shopping before heading home, then we can

organize an optional trip to the city and you can take a late evening flight so that you have sufficient time in the

city before heading to the airport.

Au Revoir





• Exclusive Expedition Vehicle for each team of 2 people with Fuel

• Nomadic Road Expedition Leader throughout the trip

• Exclusive Expedition Photographer cum Filmmaker throughout the trip

• Local cultural expert and mechanics throughout the trip

• 4x4 support vehicle

• Hospitality staff and Field Chef on the days of private camping.

• All camping equipment’s, portable field showers setup with shower tents and chemical toilets

• Accommodation for all nights on twin share basis.

• All meals will be prepared on all days based on your preferences, keeping in mind your food

restrictions if any. And almost all our lunch will be somewhere in the middle of nowhere.

• Bottled water and refreshments.

• Welcome Dinner and Farewell Dinner

• All National Park Entrance fees

• Airport transfers

• Third party liability insurance for the expedition vehicle

• All excursions, entrance fees, and visits as described in the itinerary



• International Flights | Visa | International Driving Permit

• Lunch on Day 1 and meals on Day 10.

• Optional activities mentioned in the itinerary.

• Comprehensive Personal Insurance(s)

• Personal medication

• Extras like room service, drinks, optional excursions and items of personal nature

like laundry, tips, phone calls etc.

• Optional activities as mentioned in the itinerary.
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For the Love of the (un)Road
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